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As an extension of t.he non-uniform torsion tests of built-up struc-
tural members recently completed at the Fritz En.gineering Labor2tory of
Lehigh University, a series of six full-size plate gi rders, with a rolled
be2.m as a control, was selected for testing under non-uniform torsion con-
ditions in the el?lstic range. This group inciud'3d one bolted, three rtv(!teC!;
and two welded specimens fabricated under repres6ntative shop conditions!
A custom-bui It yoke with a pai r of C21nti levered loading arms was
atta.ched to each specimen at the center. The twisting couple, formed by
3. pai r of equal "nd opposite forces, was appl led by means of wdghts con--
nected to the ends of th,'} loading arms. The spc.cimens w,"re simply-sup-
portt::d at the ends but restrC1lned against twisting.
By vi rtue of symmetry, the wi1.rping tendency of the section was fu Ily
restrained c,t the center:, This condition of non-unlfonn torsion without
bending produced transverse shears and bending moments in the flanges
superimposed on the pure torsional sh8ars,
The transverse and longitudinal variations of the bending and shear
stresses, as well as the angular distortions of web ;:,nd flange, were
determined by means of a system of SR-4 gages and level bars.
~he experimental results were compG\red with computed valUfls bc.st::d
on av"dlable theories, such as the Timoshenko and Coodi8r-Barton solu-
tions, Certain modifi.cc!tions were required to 2\CCount for the deviations
encountered; namely, the dffference between web and flang8 distortions and
vari?tions nee-.r the free end~ Speci",1 features of built-up sections in
torsion were investig:·lted. An ?cnc.lytic"l stUdy of the effect of?, v2:riabie
torsion constant was also made.
2A. E.!.:2..9.!LJm and Sp,.ns f ' rsh.l.R.
I • .9.y e ."- c. I I P ro gram
The behavior of sofid sections under uniform and non-uniform torsion
has been
t i gato rs.
tention.
size.
developed analytically and checked experimentally by many inves-
However, the bui It-up section has as yet received scant at-
..
Previous tests have been I imited to model specimens of reduced
It was decided that only ful I-size specimens, fabricated under actual
shop conditions, would pruvide the desi red verification of the analytical
modifications necessitated by the variable characteristics of fabricated
secti.ons: Therefore, a comprehensive study of the behAvior of bui It-up
structural niembers was undi8rtaken at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of
Lehigh University, initially under the genera.l sup(Hvision of Dr. Bruce G.
Johnston and sUbsequently under Professor Wi I I iam J. Eney. A special Iy-
designed to~rsion testing machine of record size and c?pacity had just
been but'ilt and was avai lable in the laboratory.
The complete program, as eventually evolved, can be summarized as
fo I I ows ~
'PhaseProj ect .-----.--------------..--.--.---....-.-.-.---.-...
No.- No. Major Topic Investigators
'----21T---- -iTrir'To-riii-r0 rslO-n'ofPTate---------Ch ~.-,:;g"--;'nd--T~hnsto -n---·-----
Girders
2
3
215A
2158·
Non-un i fo rm To rs 1on of P I ate
Gi rde rs
Comb i ned Bend i ng and To rs i on
of P I ate Gird e rs
KUbo, Johnston, and Eney
KUbO t Johnston, Eneyand arpente r
A supplementary series of tests on bui It-up column sections under
uniform torsion was also carried out as c..n independent investigation.(5)
The fi rst p~ase of th Is p rog ram has been fi n j shed, and theresu I ts in
abridged form have been publ ished. (41 This report covers the non-uniform
torsion tests cond4cted at Lehigh University and completes the second phase.
The third report, based on combined bending and torsion tests performed at
Swarthmore College with the coopere.tion of Professor Samuel T. Carpenter,
Is in progress.
I
'.'
3
2 . .?_e..e~~_~~..!::>_~ l-p._
All three phases of this program have been supported financially by
the Department of Highways of the Commonwea I th of Pennsy I van i a I n co-
operation with the Federal Bureau of Publ ic Roads.
The specimens used in this proj,ect were initially contributed to the
fi rst project by Lehinh Structural Steel Company, of Allentown, Pennsyrvania.
4A. C?_~~!._~.':.~.~
This project was d!~siQned to investigate the
plate girders under non-uniform torsi6in caused by
specific objectives can be summarized as fol lows;
over-all behavior of
shaft loading The
I
( I) To meilSU re the actual angu I ar d i sto rt ions and to campa re the resu Its
with computed values chta.ined from the avai !able theorIes,
(2) To determine the existing distribution and variation of both the
normal and shear stresses and to check against theoretical varues.
(3) To examine the effect of section properties on the non-unIform tor-
sion beh:~vior both analytically and experimentally,
(4) To study the charC\cteristic behavior of built-up girders .under tor-
sional loads,
(5) To investigate the differences in the actual and anticipated resvlts
and to est.abl ish the explanation for same,
(6) To explore the possibi I ity of extending the available theories to
cover variations in section properties.
B. SCOpe:
Typical, full-size, p!;:lte gj rder sections of bolted, r·iv8ted, or
welded construction, as well as a rolled beam, were tested. The seven
specimens were relatively shallow with the section properties kept con-
stant ove r the span length.
Although the over-a! I length of all the beams was 14'-9", only half
of the span was actually used. The effective length, being 3. function
of the section properties, varied over a representative yet pr?l.ctical r,"-nge.
However, the extremely short or the very long specimen was not considered.
Shaft torque acting on a beam with one end restrained was the only
loading condition considered. The combined bending and torsion case was
reserved for a' later study.
The magnit.ude of the appl ied torque WetS restricted so that the normal
and shear stresses were wei' under the el.astic I imit. The specimens were
eventually loaded into the plastic range in the uniform torsion rroject.
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6.. TORSION THEORY - SUMMARY
•
A. ~ssification of TorsiQ~
I • D.t? f i.D.Llic n_§.
For purposes of thi.s report, the term unlfonn tqrsion will be used
to designate the St. Venant or pure torsion condition which assumes no
restraint of warping. Non-uniform torsion develops in non-ci rcular
sections when the wraping tendency is restrained.
2. Un i fo rm To rs i on C.A§_~
When a member hewing constant torsional rigidity is subjected to un-
iform torsion, the unit angle of twist will be constant and only tor-
sional shee.r stresses wi II exist. The secondary effects are assumed to
be negl igible in the smal I angle of twist range.
The common cases of unif.orm torsion are illustrated in Fig. 1:1.
(a) The cyl indrical shaft, either sol id or tubular, is the classic case
of a section without a significant tendency to warp.
(bl Even when .one or boths ends are restrained, no change in the tor-
sion conditions wi II result, except locally.
lc) A non-circular section under shaft tOr"'que without end restrains can
also be treated by St. Venant's theory. The built up specimens used
in the fi rst phase of the torsion program were tested in this manner.
Zl. Non-un 1f_~ ic rs..!.~?..~_-f~§_
When non-ci rcu I <1.r sections of yonstant tQrsional rigidity a,re twist'6d,
the unit angle ef twist varies along the span. Normal and shear stresses
due to flang-e bending are produced in addition to the torsional shear
stresses. The angular distortions are greatly reduced.
A few cases e,f non-uniform torsion are shown in Fig. 1:1.
(dl An open section fixed at one end and subjected to a ~haft torque is
the basic loading adopted for 'investigation in this project.
(e) A canti levered beam, when 3.cted upon by a concentrat!=d or distributed
load eccentrically appl ied, wi II develop combined bending and tor-
s i on st resses.
..
7
(f) A simply supported beam when loaded eccentrically wi I I be sUbje~ted to
a system of bending and torsion stresses. The second part of the non-
uniform torsion program was based on this load arrangement, using a
single concentrated load appl ied eccentrically at the centerl inc of
the span 1
C. Uni0.r.m Torsion - ,Beview
I • ~.!' a ,y t l.f-~L.Q~Y_~J?,~~!
Since many excel lent treatises on this subject a7~ available, no
attempt wi 1I be made to summari ze th i s mate ri a I. The c I ass i ca I theo rj' was
developed by St. Venant (I) and modi fied by Timoshenko. (II) The membrane
analogy, proposed by Prandtl., (12) was used by Griffith and Taylor,l13l
Thayer and March, (14) as well as by Lyse and Johnston, (2) to check the
torsIon constants of a varlety of sol id sections. The bui It-up section
under torsion was analyzed by Chang and Johnston.(4l
2. Ex~relmental Prog..c.ams
Several test programs have been cond~ted in which the angular dis-
tortion and stress distributian of specimens under uniform torsion have
been measured, Some representative programs are listed below.
I-beams have been tested by Tuckerman( 16) at the University of Toronto,
by Campbel 1(9) at Northwestern University, and by Lyse and Johnston(2) at
Lehigh University. Bui It-up sections were tested by Madsen, (15) Chang
and Johnston, (4) and Jentoft and Mayo, (5) al I at Lehigh University.
Note: The numbers in parentheses refer to items I isted in the BibJ iography,
Appendix C.
8C. Non-uniform Torsion Theory" - Summary
I. Anal,tical.Development
The warping tendency is present in al r non-ci rcular sections sub-
ject to torsion. The restraint of warping becomes particularly significant
in the case of open sections, such as WF beams.
The original solutions for the shaft loading cas~ were presented by
Timoshenko.(61 (71 A more general solution was proposed by Goodier and
Barton!81 These theories,developed for sol id sections, form the basis
for the present study of the behavior of bui It-up sections.
One of the apparently unavoidable sources of confusion in technical
literature is the lack ofa standard yet descriptive system of notation.
When two different articles are juxtaposed, some inconsistencies and con-
tradictions in notations are inevitabl~.
Although it would be desirable to present the derivation of the
available theories in surnnnry form with a common notation as was done in
the d-issertation, I 18l, space I imitation wi" permit only a brief resume.
b. Ti moshenko IS. SC:'.!.!:~..i..::!:!.
I . 6.s s u~.j,.L'?~~
The basic assumptions made , besides those common to the elastic and
small deflection theories, are as follows:
la) The section is twisted as a unit; i:e., the angle of twist of flange
and web are the same.
(b) The c~ppl ied torque is held in equi I ibriurn by a resisting torque made
up of two parts: namely, the torsional shear torque and the restraint
of warping torque.
(c) Bending of the web. and of each flange about its weaker axis can be
neglected.
(dl Lateral deflection of the flange due to shear is negl fgible.
2. Derivation - Summary
One fundamental case of non-uniform torsion is shown in Fig. 3:2, in
which a WF beam is SUbjected to a shaft torque whi Ie restrained at the
91
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other end. Both the torsional shear torque and the restraint of warping
torque are expressed in terms of the angle of twist of the section. The
equi I ibrium equation of torsion leads to a differential equation which,
when solved and evaluated, yields equations defining the angular dis-
tortions and strain conditian.
c. The Goodier-Barton Th.eol)'
I . ~.?mpar_i so~2:.i th_ Ti mos_hen ko .~-'LtLQ.o
As pointed out by the authors, (81 the Timoshenko solution does not
permit the assignment of the division of torsional shear and restraint
of warping torques at each end. This I imitat10n indicates that some aspect~
of the p rob I ern have been neg I ected.' It is shown that cons i de rat i on of
web deformation is one step towards the desi red general ity. However, the
scope of the solution is sti II restricted and can ~nly be appl ied to a
I imlted number of cases.
The twisting of. the section is geometrically related to the lateral
deflection of the flange in its own plane. Such deflection impl ies a
non- ze ro fou rth de ri vat i ve co rrespond i ng to some d i st ri buted load on
the flange which is supplied by ~eans of the web. The resulting lateral
forces and twisting moments cause the web to form an S~currve. This web
deformation, shown in exaggerated detai I in Fig, 3:4, results in a re-
duction in the flange rotation by an angle equal to the web chord rotation,
In the' imlting case of a web of zero thickness, the flanges would
deflect in~ependently as beams without twisting," With relatively thick
webs· the,f lange twi st wi I I app roa~h that of the web. The web th i ckness,
therefore, influences the quantitative division of torque.
2. De rivat ion - Summary
The basic problem, designated as Case II, is pictured in Fig. 3:4
with the applicable geometric relationships.
The bendIng and twisting of the flange and of th~ web are considered
separately In terms of the angle of twist of the web and the reduction
in the angle of twist of the flange. The system of two simultaneous dif-
ferential equations is solved by use of the roots of the characteristic
equ at i on.
dZ!
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The angular distortions are expressed in terms of arbitrary constants
to be evaluated from the boundary conditions.
3. The "Long" Bea."2
When the beam is sufficiently long, the effect of flange shear becomes
negl igible, and a condition approaching uniform torsion prevai Is at the
free end. The general expressions for the angular distortions can then be
simpl ified in terms of four' arbitrary constants. When evaluated, the dis-
tortion and stress conditions wi II be completely def.ined.
4. The "Fi,nitel! Beam
a. AS~~.P..2:.~?...n_~
In this case the beam flanges are rigidly attached at both ends to
plates which are assumed to remain normal to the axis. The beam is twisted
by torques appl led to the end plates, which rotate by equal amounts in
opposite di rections relative to an origin at the center of the span. Since
the defo rmat i on wi' I be ant i symmet ri ca I about the p' .'l.ne of the center
section, the angle of twist can be taken as an odd function of z.
b • Pro c edu riL
The three physical conditions lead to three equations in which the
three arbitrary constants areexpress,~d in terms of the end angle of twist.
The relationship between this end angle of twist and the a'pplied torque
can be found by use of the equi I ibrium equation of torsion. The arbitrary
constants can now be evaluated.
Suhstitutlon of these constants in the appropriate general expressions
wi II lead to the theoretical angul ar distortions and stress condition.
13
Fi g. 4: 1
L. to R.
BOLTED AND RIVETED SPECIMENS
T I-R, T 5-R, T 3-B, T 2-R
14
CHAPTE~~
".
A. General
An extensive investigation of the behavior of full-size built-up
structural members under uniform torsion was underway at Fritz Engineering
Laboratory in the sumr:1Cr of 1949. (4) Since the initial tests were kept
in the elastic range, it was feJt that the same specimens could be used in
a second series of tests designed to stUdy the behavior of plate gi rders
under non-uniform torsion, also in the elastic range. A wide variE:ty of
specimens was made avai lable for this purpose.
This proved to be a very economical arrangern,?nt from the standpoir t
of both time and material, Many of the same SR-4 gages and level-bar
supports could be used in both investigations. The specim~ns were <,.11
supported in the same 2,000,000 in-Ib, torsion testing machine. De-
pending upon the particular circumstanc/~s existing o.t the time that the
specimen was ready, the uniform or thE; non-uniform test would be conducted
fi rst, followed by the other,
B. Test Sp~cimens
I. Sect ions
Oetai Is of all seven sections which were IhCluded in the non-uni form
torsion study are assembled in Table IV; I,' The make-up, the manner of
fabrication, and the torsional properties are sur:lm?.rized in the same table.
Fig, 4;1 shows an over-al I view of one bolted and three riveted specimens.
The selections were made with the view of providing as wide a range
of torsional constant as rossi·ble. The test values of (I{) varied from
1.86 in. 4 for TI-R to 17.40 in. 4 for T5-R, 3. ninefold increase. Other
related constants are summarized on Table IV-2.
2. Hark
The designations of the specimens used in this series fol low gen-
erally the pattern set in the uniform torsion program. The only mark
which does not coincide is T3-B, which was T2-B in the original series.
Specimen T7a-W dO'2s not appear in the pUbl ished report of the fi rst tests,
but the test results, being aVilil?.ble, were incorporated in this inves-
tigation.
TABLE :nz: - I SHALLOW GIRDERS SUMMARY OF TEST SPECIMENS SERIES A SHAFT LOADING
f :J
(K)A - PURE TORSION TEST - CHANG
(K)C - INTEGRAL ACTION - KUBO
(K)S - INTEGRAL ACTION - NEGLECTING END a HUMP EFFECT - CHANG
(K)O- SEPARATE ACTION - ,KUBO
SKETCH
MARK
- MP.~~R\AL
\
FABRICATION
TORSIONAL (K)A
CONSTANT
(K)eK
(IN. 4) (K)C
(K)O
#
NOTES
.
T 1- R
WEB fl. 18" X 3/S II
4 - L 4 x 3J.2 X Y2 II
RIVETED
7,-g" f{j AT 2 34 II
l.a6
1.56
----. r-.
~:F
T ~)
~-k
T2-R
WEB fl. ISII X 3/S "
4- L 4)( 3~ X Y2 II
2 P L. 9 14 x3/a"
RIVETED
II ..
7/a f6 AT 2 34
(BOTH LEGS)
6.61
5.75
7.24
\.S7
T3-B
WEB fl. 18 II X 3;811
I I 01
4-L 4X3~)(~
2 P L. 9 1,4 X3/a II
BOLTED
7/a
ll¢ AT 2 34"
(BOTH LEGS)
7.42
5.75
7.24
1.87
T ~D
T5-R
WEB It. 18 II X 3;8"
t I!I4-L 4 l( 3}2X ~
II
6 PL. 9 ~ x3/a
9
RIVETED
7/all~ AT 2 3/4 "
(BOTH LEGS)
17.40
18.65
19.28
2.43
T 7 A- W
WEB It. 17~IX 3~ "
I 5"2 PL. 9~X ~
WELDED
~WEB TO FLG.
2.35
1.74
T7s-W
WEB ft.. 17~" X 318 II
2 PL. 9!i xo/S"
2 PL. S Y2 X Y2 II
WELDED
1 4 ~WEB TO FLG.
~6 AT 12"
COV. TO FLG.
6.35
5.40
5.26
2.35
T 9 - WF
IS w: 77
ROLLED
3.S3
4.01
4.42
ALL SPECIMENS 14 1 - g" LONG AND APPROXIMATELY la" DEEP
FRITZ ENGINEERING LABORATORV PROJECT NO. 215 A II NON _ UNIFORM TORSION OF PLATE GIROERS II TABLE lY-1
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SUMMARY OF SPECIMEN CONSTANTS
.L
h
h
( in)
1. = rLaa = I?"
( in)
-----------------------------_.._-K
(Test)
i n 4Specimen
T I-R 1.86 50.5 74. a 1. '9 17.8 5.0
T 2-R 6.61 91.3 54,1 1.63 . 18.2 4.9
T 3-B 7.42 91.3 ·51.2 1.72 18.2 11-.9
T 5-R 17.40 198.5 51. I 1.72 18.9 4.7
T 7a-W 2.35 89.4 88.0 1.00 17.9 5.0
T 7b-W 6.35 140.6 69.0 1.28 18.3 4'.8
T 9-WF 3.83 88.6 66.7 1.32 17.3 5. I
-. rEI
L 88" h \ I Y= a = - \ -_.
2 \1 GK
17
For ease of reference, the specimen number was followed by a symbol,
R, 8, or W, representing rivet'ed, bolted, or welded construction respec-
tively.
3,. Fabrication
The effect of mode of fabrication was investigated by testing 3
rillete,d, I bolted, and 2 welded specimens, as well as a rolled beam.
In order to reduce the possible variations to a minimum,. shop fab-
rication procedures were carefully specified and supfJrvised. Detal Is of
the shop e,quipment tJsed and the technique followed are glven in the Chang
and Johnston report. 141
4, Section Properties
As shown in Table IV:f, there is more than one value of the torsional
constant available for each specimen.
(a) The experimental value(K"lA obtained in the unIform torsion tests was
used without change in Computation "A".
(bl The computed value (K I lS proposed by Chang and Johnston for design
purposes, based on the deVrles assumption of integral action, cor-
rected for longitudinal continuity but neglecting end and hump effects,
was iJt iii zed in Comput at i on "B".
(el Another-set of computed values (K I IC was obt~lned by InclUdIng the
end and hump effects to fo rm the bas is of Computat i on "CI'.
(dl The fourth set (KSI D was made up of computed values based on the
assumption of separate action behavior.
The deVries assumption, as appl led to riveted, botted, and welded
plate girders, is explained in detail In the uniform torsion report!4)
I I lustrative examples are also included.
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C. Test_Set-up
I. General Arrangement
a.. Load i n9
- .
In order to con'form to the boundary condit ions generally assumed in
the analytical solutions, it was necessary to provide complete restraint
at one end. Due t9 the difficulty of obtaining the fixed end condition,
even by means of an elaborate syst(~m of welded plates, it was decided to
take advantage of symmetry.
With the specimen simply support~d at both ends by web framing angles
and supported against twisting by.flange lugs, a twisting mo~ent was in-
t roduced at th(~ cente r us i n9 a yoke roaded by .means of suspended wei ghts,
A schematic sketch of the test set-up is shown in Fig. 4:2.
b. End Supports
In effect, the end torque was appl ied by the adapters attached to
the end support plates to two opposite-hand specimens held rigidly at the
centerl ine. It was possible to apply the end torque by means of the web
angles, by the flange lugs, or by a combination of the two.
c. Inst rument at i on
Since each specimen was made up of two equal halves, due to th&
symmetry of loading, it was decided to measure strains in one half and
angular distortions in the other. SR-4 gages were placed on the so~called
"west" half and the level-bar supports on the "east" half. To see that
the behavior was as assumed, check gages and supports were spotted at
selected points in the other half.
2. Loadl ng Apparatus
a. Specifications
Based on prel iminary calculations fbr the contemplated tests, the
following specifications for the loading jig were. formulated:
( I) Max i mum end to rqu e = 90, 000 i n- lb .
Maximum appl ied torque = 180,000 in-lb.
(21 Maximum angle of twist 10°.
(3) Torque to be appl ied smoothly.
20
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(4) Torque to be applied in a manner conforming as nearly as possible to
the assumed conditions.
(5) No additional vertical bending stress to be introduced.
b. Design of Loading Rig
Several alternate arrangements were investigated. The use Of a
ci rcular ring gi rder, as well as a system of pivoted supports at the center-
I ine, was considered. The possibi I ity of uti I izing some source of load
other than dead weights was thoroughly explored.
The loading rig finally adopted was made up of two loading beams
welded to a central yoke, as shown in Fig. 4:3. The yoke was made up of
four shallow I-beams sections arranged as a recta.ngular frame. The
assembly w.as rigidly held together by a pai r of adjustable "coil ars ll pl3.ced
at the top and bottom! When the "collars" were removed, the yoke could
be dismanlted Into two units. A close-up of the yoke is pictured in Fig.
4: 4.
In order to maintain the section at the point of appl ication of the
torque load, a series of shaped fi Ilers, each backed by a pai r of machined
wedges, was inserted between the specimen and the yoke. These fi Ilers,
kept tight at all times, forced the section and yoke to act together. The
loading arms consisted of steel I-beams welded to the yoke and designed
as cant i I eve rs.
c! Layout and Fabrication
In anticipation of ~ possible ten degrees of ~otation, the loading
arms were laid out with an InItial bevel of five degrees in the opposite
di rection. The working I ines of the beams, when extended, intersected
the centroidal axes of the section.
The points of appl ication of the weights were so Ideated that a
practically constant couple C.rm of ten feet was maintained throughout the
the angular movement.
The enti re frame, as wei I as the various detai I pieces requi red, was
fabricated by the Fritz Laboratory staff. The units were then assembled
and welded together by a team of experienced shop men.
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d. Pu II ey Suppa rt Frame
A nine-inch diamet8r pulley wheel, with a concentric ball-bearing
race and axl e, was mounted on a pai r of ang I e suppa rts. The pu II ey un it
was tack welded to the top of a welded portal frame fabricated fr~~:l-beim
sections, The frame, in turn, was anchored down to a heavy steel b?se
p I ?te~
e, Hangers
Two different types of hangers were used. Section "A" of Fig, 4':3
shows a unit formed by two long rods welded to the ends of a crossbar, The
contact edge of the bar was m?l.chined to fit in a grooved plate which was
tacked to the top of the loading arm. A flat plate, welded to the lower
end of the vertical rods, served as a retainer for the disk weights, I\t
the other end, a Tee-shaped bracket was welded to the top of the leading
beam, A stranded cable with stancJ'lrd fittings connected the hanger to the
loading rig over the pulley wheel, as shown in Section "B".
f ,.Di sk We i J,~t s
Over two tons of weights in the form of circular leed disks were
bo rrowed from the Test i ng Labo rato ry of the Beth I ehem Stee f Company, These
calibrated disks weig/"led a !ittle more or a little less the'.n the nominal
100 pounds, Careful matching of the disks made possible the application
of vi rtually equal weights at each end of the loading rig, These disks
were alw'l.Ys appl ied in the same order for eech specimen, Therefore, the
increment of torque was always known. ;,t the same time, no additional
vertical bending stress could develop due to an unbalnnce of weights,
3. End Support,
a, :ro rs i on Test i.~Ma~...!..::~
The Lehigh University +orsion testing machine of 2,000,000 in-lb.
capacity, one of the largest in the world, was used to support the specimens
In this investigation, The 'various detal Is of this specially-designed
and custom-bur It machine have been described elsewhere. (17)
Since itw3s not necessary to uti Ilze Its loading wheel in the non-
uniform torsion tests, it was locked in the neutral position and used as
a stationary support at the lIwest" end.
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The "east II end, whe re the end suppa rt p I ate is attached to a box
frame~ free to move longitudinally but restrained against twisting, was
used without m9dlfr~ation.
b. End Fi xtu re Plates
( I) ConQectj..Q.ris
In order to keep the ends of the specimen from twisting under tor-
sional load, web framing angles and/or flange lugs, welded securely to the
end support plates, were used. These conn~ctions were designed with suf-
ficient clerirance so that any and all of the shallow gi rders could be in-
serted and attached without difficulty. The resulting gaps were effectively
bridged by suitable plates and shims.
(2) Evaluation
The fact that the torsional shear stresses per se could not be in-
troduced at the ends, as specified by the Timoshenko theory, would not be
serious in a long beam by St. Ven,~ntls principle. Since the /Specimens were
relatively short, the actual end conditions would constitute a significant
factor in the interpretation of the results of this program.
One further deviation from the theoretically assumed conditions would
result from the introduction of a longitudinal friction force at each lug
which Is proportiono'l.l to the flange reaction. Here again the effect, being
local in extent, Shl;)ul'd wash out in a reliltively short distance, depending
on the length of the beam.
c. Torquemeter
The appl ied torque based on known weights and a vi rtually constant
distance was a known quantity. However, an additional check of the end
torque was kept by recording the strain gage readings of the specially-
built and calibrated torquemeter',(17J
A comparison of end torques obtained from the appl ied weights and
the torquemeter showed good correlation when based on a sl ightly dif-
ferent calibration constant. One possible explanation might be that the
torque appl jed during the cal ibration test of the torquemeter was opposite
in direction to that acting in the non-uniform torsion test.
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4. Inst rument at ion
a. Strain Measurement
( I ) SR-4 Gage~ - Numbe r and Type
,;
The normal and shear stress distribution varying along the span as
well as around the section requi red an extensive network of strain gages.
An average of app(oximately 70 separate gage readings was taken per load
~ncrement for each specimen.
Three different types of SR-4 gages were uti I ized to define the
stress picture. For normal stresses in a given direction, a uniaxial
gage, A-5, was selected. To evaluate the transverse shear stress combined
with one longitudinal normal stress ata given point, a biaxial gage,
AX-5, was oriented at 450 to the coordinate axes. To determine the prin-
cipal stresses and their orlent~tlon at so~e special point, a triaxial
gag~, AR-I, forming at 450 strain rosette was used In a few instances.
(2) Gage Location
A typical layout of SR-/;. gages for a built_up specimen is shown in
Fig. 4:5, The gage pattern for the solid and welded specimens was simi lar.
Individual differences In spacing and type of gage were taken care of in
the computations~
The major stations, I, II, III, C1.nd V, were placed I '_1011 ap<"rt
along the central portion of the span. An additionPlI station, VI, was
placed as close to the centerl ine of the specimen as practicable. Section
IV, midway Detween I I I and V, was used only in a I imlted number of cases.
Transversely on the flange a combination of gages was placed at
selected positions so .as to obtain a measure of both the norm,,1 bending
stress and shear stress variation.
In the web of bui It-up specimens the gage stations were displaced a
distance equal to half the longitudinal rivet pitch relative to the cor-
responding flange station, since the holes in flange and weh were gen-
erally staggered. At least two AX-5 gages were used at each station
to establ ish the shear stress in the web.
To minimize the stress concentration factor in the riveted and bolted
specimens, the gages on the flange were located as far from the holes
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as possible whi Ie, at the same time, maintaining the desi red top and un-
derside relationship.
In order to obt3.tn a comprehensive yet rel'l.ted strain record in one
fl ange, it was dec i ded to concent rate a I I .'tVa II ab I e gages on the top
flange. The bottom flange, if used, would have produced similar results
since no v·erticll.l bending stresses were introduced.
(3) Wi ri ng
Wi re, made up of a single strand of jl8-gage, tinned, copper wi re with
thermop~astic insulation, was used to connect the gages to the strain in-
dicator. The static nature of the strains and the I imited length of leads
did not justify the use of a shielded cable.
The hand ling of gages, the so I de ri ng of wi res, the check I ng of e I ec-
t ri c(~ 1 res i stances, and the numbe ri ng of 'eads fa' lowed the recommended
laboratory practice.
Afte r add it iona'I shop work wc.s pe rfo rmed on a given specimen for pu r-
poses of conversion, it was not always possible to re-use all the gages
since some would be damaged either in t ran sit or ! n fabrication. Such
losses were experienced, for example, when a bolted 9i reier, :l.fter being
tested, was sent back for riveting or when cover plates were welded to the
flange of a specimen.
(4) Switching Unit and Indicator
Since only static strains were
not requi red. A simple 96-terminal
gage loads to the strain indicator.
is shown in Fig. 4:6.
being measured, (', balancing unit was
switching box was used to connect the
An over-a! I view of the arrangement
A portable, battery-operated, electronic-type strain indicator was
uti I Ized to measure the unit strains di rectly in micro-inches per inch.
Th~ same Young Testing Machine Company unit was connected to the specimen
gages in all tests. A Baldwin Type K strain indicator measureiJ the tor-
quemeter strains.
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Fig. 4:6 SET-UP FOR STRAIN MEASUREMENT
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b. An gu I a r Di ~~c..t...!..?~
If) Level Bar
A level-bubble unit with a 3-inch gage length has been used in a
number of previous torsion tests. 121 The points were seated on an ad-
justable angle section attacht3d to the support. This combination provided
a wide range which WilS especially surtabl(~ for the large angles of twist
used in the uniform torsion tests. The same unit, shown schematically in
Fig. t:j.:8b, was uti I ized in the non-uniform torsion series for reClsons of
expediency. To simpl ify the sketch, the adjustable angle seat is not
shown. For the limited angular distortions introduced, a modified 20-inch
level bar would have increased the degree of precision of the readjngs~
. Howeve r, the read i ngs obtai ned wi th the sma! Ie r un i t we re rep roduc r b I e,
and the results were satisfactory.
(2)· Level-ba.0~orts
(a)· ~_ang~
The L-shaped support was tack welded to the top of the flange along
the Ion g i t LJ din a Icent e r line ina I I cas Cs, assh0 wn i n Fig. 4 : 8 a ,
In specimen TI-R, however, it \'InS deemed necessary to avoid tacking
the heel of the flange nngles together since separate action behavior was
desi red. This was accomplished by ti'ick welding c. small block to the top
of the web plates, and then tA.cklng the level-bar support in turn to this
block.
If under non-uniform torsion the gi rder section is maintained, then
the ang I e of twi st of web and flange wou I d be the same. Web defa rmat ion
wi II, however, cause the flange .'\ngleo·f twist to be smaller than that of
the web. Attachment of a level-bar supp.ort di rectly to the web would be
misleading, as shown schemc.tically in Fig. 3:5, It was decided that a
more representative value would be obtained bybesing the angular meas-
urement on the movement of the trace of the edge of top and bottom flanges.
An auxiliary vertical bar, equipped with a stop piece at the top end,
was placed and held against the side of the flanges by means of elastic
bands. The level-bar support was tacked to this vertical bar.
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Fig. 4:7 MEASUREMENT OF ANGULAR DISTORTION
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(3) Locc\tion
The level-bar supports for both flange and web were uniformly spaced
at II inches along the longitudinal axis of each specimen, as shown in
Fig. 4:8a. The fi rst station was set 7 inches from the centerl ine. This
pl2.ced the supports approximately in line with a pair of flange connector-s
throughout the length In the case of bui It-up plate gi rders~
Fig. 4:7 shows the author in the process of adjusting the micrometer
screw, preparatory to taking a level-bar reading on the top fl,'\nge. The
loading rig is in place with disk weights at each end of the loading arms.
The stri-\1in gage leads have been disconnected lin this photograph.
D. Experimental Tests
I. Sh c:!!:_.~c: ad in 9
a. ~ re lim ina ry
After the specimen was properly placed in the torsion testing machine,
the loading yoke was fitted into position. The strain gage leads were
connected to the switching unIt. The level-bar supports were attached to
the specimen. Dial gages were clamped to their respective supports. An
initial load, usually made up of the hangers and small weights to take up
the slack in the set-up, was applied. Initi,l! rea,dings of a few selected
gages and level bars were recorded.
b. Loadin~
( I) Dry Runs.
A trial test run was made by applying the design load in two stages,
taking readings after each increment. Critical points were kept under
careful observation to detect any weaknesses and other irregularities.
Then the total increment of load was removed. The last readings were checked
against the original ones to pick up any erratic behavior. This dry run
was repeated at I east once more to "sh2.ke down" the specimen as much as
poss i b Ie.
After all foreseeable difficulties had been ironed out, a full set of
readings W21.S taken with the initial load acting. The d,~sign load was
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appl ied in about six increments, each followed by a full set of readings.
The unloading run was usual fy carried out in two increments. A check
of selected readings was made to decide whether the complete set of data
would be acceptable or whether the test would have to be repeated.
2. Latera! Bending Test
a. General
One of the properties of the section which plays an important part in
the non-unifol"'1Tl torsion problem is the lateral bending constant (IF I, the
y
moment of inertia of the flange about the Y-axis. In the analysis of wide
fl ange beams, it is assumed that the (I y) of the web is neg Ii 9 i b Iy sma II
and, therefore, (IF) can be taken equal to one half of (Iyl for the section.
y
The moment of inertla of the flange can be computed from the given
dimension, but an experimental verification for a bui It-up section was
desired. Specimen T2-R was selected as a representative section for a lat-
eral bending test.
Specimen T2-R, tu med on its side, was su bj ect ed to a symmet rica I two-
poi nt loading wh i Ie su ppo rt ed at the ends. A view of the actua I test set-
up is shown in Fig. 4:9.
A 300,000 lb. hydraulic testing machine was used to apply a central
load which was transferred to the specimen by a distribution beam.
A base beam, made up of two wide flange beams clamped together resting
on the platform of the machine, supported a pair of cast iron block piers
or a WF beam at each end. Suitable plates and fi Ilers were uti I ized to
level up the specimen on these piers.
c. Instrumentation - Dial Gages.
In the center portion of the specimen, where a condition of pure bending
moment existed, 3 pai rs of Ames dials were spaced symmetrically about the
center, a set against each flange. The dial supports were clamped to a pai r
of I ight but rigid angle trusses suspended from outriggers tacked to the
centerl ine of the 'flanges of the specimen at the ends.
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Fig. 4:.9 SET-UP' LATERAL BEND TEST
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d. Test Procedure
A coupl e of tri al runs were r.lade to check the adequacy of the set-up
and the operation of the gages. An initial load was applied, and a complete:
set of data was recorded. The design load was appl ied in 7 increments
with a set of data for each. (,fter unloading, the corresponding set of
initial readings was compared and found to be acceptable.
e. Computations
The dial readings were plotted against the load and the graphical
results combined for both flanges to obtain the average deflection at each
station. Based on the wei I-known elastic relationships of the deflected
curve, and the average mcdulus of elasticity for the material, a value of
(Iyl based on this test was computed,
f. Evaluation
A compa ri son between test and computed (I y ), based on the gross
section, showed a difference of 7% on the low sIde. It was felt that this
justified the use of the computed (Iyl In the case of the other specimens,
although the combination of a test IKI with a test lloYJ would have been
des i rab I e I
E. Prel iminary Tests
I. General - Tension Tests
Sincq the specimens, used in both phases of the torsion problem, we,re
the same, it,was convenientto use the physical constants determined in
the uniform torsion program. '4-)
Standard tension tests were performed on representative coupons, An
average value of 29.5 x 106 psi for the modulus of elasticity and 11,5 x 106
psi for the at'.ear modulus was deterMined and used in the subsequent cal-
culations.
2. Tests of ~Qnnection~
A study of bolted and riveted connections was also conducted as part
of the fi rst program. (4) On the basis of the recommendations made therein,
a torque of 300 ft.-Ibs. WEtS applied to each highstrength bolt in specimen
T3-8 by means of a cal ibrated torque wrench. Standard shop practice was
fol lowed in the case of the riveted and welded specimens.
CHAPTER V.
A. General Procedur:.~
I. Load Inc rement
hNALYTICAL STUDY OF RESULTS
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Each specimen was subjected to a torsional load which would insure
elastic behavior at all times. In ench case the magnitude of the ap-
pi ied torque was limited by the ~axlmum lateral bending stress in the
flange at the restrained end. The resulting sheil.r stresses In both the
web and the flange were relatIvely low and ~id not control.
Since the properties cf each specimen varied oVer a wide range by
design, the maximum appl ied end torque differed in magnitude from a
minimum of 36,900 in-lb. for TI-R to a maximum of 87,500 in-Ib, for T5-R.
In order to have a basis fer comparison between the various specimens,
an arbitrary end torque of 40,000 in~lb. was selected and used in al I the
subsequent data reduction and computntions.
2. Test Data Reduction
The over-all behavior of the specimens being ela.stic, the SR-4 gage,
level bar, ,and Ames dial readings should follow a straight line vari-
ation with load. It was finally decided to plot the increment of read-
i ng (R-Ro ) aga i nst the co rrespond i ng inc rement of end to rque and then to
draw a straight I ine through the points,.
The corresponding IR-Ro ) reading, due to a 40,000 in-lb. increment
of torque, was determined graphically and used in the sUbsequent con-
versions.
with the exception of an explainable shift of some readings in the
bu~ It-up specimens and some irregularity in I ightly stressed SR-4 gages,
the test data showed good linearity.
B. Conve rs i on and ComJ?..1.D..at ion
I. St ra in Measu rement
a. Conversion of SR-4 Rea9.J~~
The cc.'nversion procedure, including the transverse correction re-
commended by the manufacturer, was used without mOdification. The con-
stants, determined by the conventional methods in the fi rst series of
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tests by Chang and Johnston, (4) were adopted in thIs extension.
b. Combination of Test Results
(I) Flange Gages
Wherever ::,ossib~e, SR-4 gages were placed on the topside and under-
side of the flange oppos1te ane another as shown in Fig,· 5:1, The
lateral bending stress at the point corresponding to the center of the
gages was taken to be the average of the two measured normal stresses,
In certGin instances two different types of gages were used at a
given stat ion. Fa r instance, it type AX-5 gage wou I d be used on the top
on the "south" side to measure both nOnTIal and shenr stresses with a type
A-5 gage on the "north" side at the corresponding point to indicate only
the bending stress, In some cases 1\-5 gages were 10c3.ted along tt'le sides
of the flange to measure the maximum bendfngstress.
For comparison with the computed values, the average of the measured
t~nding stresses on the tension and compression sides was determined a~d
plotted. The resultant of the tor~ional and transverse she(1.r stresses in
the flange was measured and plotted separately at each AX~5 gage location.
(2) Web Gages
For smal I angles of twist, the web is theoretically SUbjected only to
torsional shear stresses which sould be constant in magnitude since the
web thic::kness was uniform. ThereforEl, the measured shear stresses from
gages ~t and above the centerl ine in the web at a given station were
combined, and the average shear stress plotted against the computed theo-
retical values. Where two gages were positioned at the sarre point but on
opposite sides of the web, the measured values were averaged.
c, Layout of Curves
For convenience, the strains were measured on the western half while
the anaular distortions were determined for the e~stern half of each
specimen,· T~king advantage of symmetry, the results in terms of normal
and shear stress, angle and unit angle of twist are all plotted ~s if for
the same eastern half, with the restrained end at the left as the origin
:md the free end at the right.
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2. ~~ I a r 0 i s t 0 rt i 0 f"!
a. :rest Da"t2;
• In taking the lever-bar readings, the micrometer-actuated device WC1.S
carefully placed in prepared seats so that the experimental error in the
rCF1dings for a given station would be kept to a minimum. The change in
micrometer reading IR-Ro ' for a given increment of torque loading was
plotted for the flange and web at each station.
For the sol id sections, such as T9-WF and T7a-W a continuous straight
line could be drawn through the plotted points for' each station, In the
case of the bui It-up sections, such as T2-R, T3-B, and T5-R, the most
reasonable curve appeared to be made up of a series of straight, dis-
connected but parallel segments. The apparent translation of the points
was not always consistent. Sometimes the shift would be on the high side
and sometimes on the low side, The shift, quantitatively smal', would take
p I ace: unde r d i ffe rent loads and extend ove r d i ffe rent ranges.
The rivets or bolts in the fl ange tend to keep the section acting as
a unit. However, it is quite obvious that local adjustments of a highly
irregular nature are taking ''l plac8 a build-up due to restraint here, a re-
l3.xation due to slip there. The flange level-bar readings, in effeq, re-
fl'ec~ the actual moVement of the outer cover plate at the point of at-
tachment of the level-bar support. It appears re~sonable to expect some
shift in the rei'\dings which in turn would not affect the over-all behavior
of the section. It W3.S found that the increment of level-b~r readings,
based on the slope of the straight line pOr'tions for an end torque of 40
in-kip, gave results which were in good agreement Wl'tth the theoretical
values,
b. Conversion of Lever-Bar Readings
The geometric relationships uti I ized to compute the angle of twist
and the unit angre of twist from the level-har readings are shown in Fig.
5:2.
(I) An~ of Twist
In the test as conducted, the.free ends were supported against tWist,
and the torque appl ied at the center! ine of thd s~)';..:ime:J. Due to symmetry,
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full restraint was developed at the centerline. Since the loading yoke
was placed at that point, no angle of twist readings could be taken at
the cente rl i ne. I t was necessary to compute the ang f e of twi st fo r the
half span as folrows:
(a) The angle of twist at station (I) relative to station (0) was assumed
to be equal to the computed theoretice.l. value based on test constants.
(b) The change In micrometer reading for adjacent stations such as (I)
and (2) for an end torque change of 40 in-kip w~s obtained as /~ R,
"\and L.:, R2 "
(c) The angle of twist in r:'\dians at station (2), assuming tentatively
/\R -L:" R
that station (I) is stationary, would be equal to:=:' 2 F I where
F = 3", the (1istant between supports points on the level bar.
(d) The actual angle of twist at station (2,1 would be equal to the sum of
the angles found in steps (a) and (c)!
(e) This procedure was repeated for each of the other six stations.
(2) Unit Angle of ..:!!:ist - Test Data
The unit angle of twist for both the web and the flange was computed
from the test data as fol lows:
(a) The change in the micrometer reading corresponding to the end torque
increment of 40 in-kip for both stations (I) and (21 was divided by
the gage length (F) of 3".
(bl The different between these values gave the relative change in angle
of twist (\.1./'1-2) between the two stations.
I
(c) This difference, when divided by the dist~nce (e) between the stations,
was considered the unit anqle of twist, (9 1- 2 ) for 21 p'oint midway
between the two stctions.
ldl A similiar procedure was followed for each of the other stations.
(e) The initial point on the unit angle of twist curve was assumed to be
equal to the theoretical value of zero since no reading of the angle
of twist at station (OJ was available.
(fl The final value on the measured curve was at the point midway between
stations !71 and (8). It was noticed that contrary to the assumed
end condition, there was a sl i~.Jht ,rotation at the end. This was at-
tributed to the elastic and inelastic rotation of the end support
plates which, in turn, were attached to a torque dynanometer at the
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east end and to the main shaft at the west end.
(3l Unit Angle of Twist - Curve Data
An alternate method of computing the unit angle of twist was avai lable.
Using the angle of twist curve drawn from the plotted level-bar reading,
an adjusted value of the change In micrometer reading was obt3.inahle for
each station. The difference 10 these readings at adjacent sti'ltions could
be used to compute the unit angle of twist at a point midway between the
two stat i oos.
Since the original test data would, In effect, be ironed out in this
procedure, the resulting unit angle of twist values would plot as a rel-
i1tively smooth curVE). This curve would be an improved version of the
graphical plot based on the test d~ta.
In the summary curves, the unit angle of twist W,1S reproduced instead
of the angle of twist, since the variations In the unit angle at the end
are more pronounced. It was decided to indicate the spread in the measured
data by plotting the computed unit angle of twist values based on the test
....-_...~-._ ...
[data as outl ined in Part (2)
C. Properties of Sections
I. TorsionConstan:t US..'
r"s indicated in Table IY:I, it is possible to have several computed
values of the torsion constant, depending on the assumptions made and the
number of secondary effects taken into account. The computed vi'l.lues (K, )B'
(K,)C' and (KS' O mentioned in this report are explained 'in Chapter IV,
Sect i on B.
Several sets of calculations were initially made, using different com-
binations of constants, to determine the. over-all effect on the stress dis-
tribution and angular distortions. In general, these computations confirmed
the theory as to the effect of changing the value of (Kl. The lateral
bending stress, the torsional shear stress, and.the unit i'l.ngle of twist,
all increase as the torsion constant decreases, other factors beling equal.
In the final analysis and summary curves comparing experimental and
computed values, Computations "B" and "c" based on (K, l[3 and (K, lC
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respectively, were superseded by Computation "A" using test constants. This
would provide a logical, consistent basis for evaluating the validity of
the vDrious theories.
The upper limit of stress and distortion would be set by the Sep2\rate
action constant (KSJ D which was used later in the study of the effect of
variable IKJ along the span.
2. Late ra I Bend i ng Constar1t ( !.y)
The constant (lyJ can be computed for ~ bui It-up section in a number of
ways, depending on the ~ssumptions made and the factors considered. The
fateral bend test of specimen T2-R checked the computed value, based on
gross section,. reasonably well. It was decided to assign the calculated
value based on the same assumptions to the other specimens~
D. Computations - Timoshenko Th~2!)
I: Gene ra 1
The assumpti~ns, .the setup of the differential equatl~n and the solution
for the angle of twist, are indicated in Chapter I I I, Section C~ Computa-
tion "A" based on test constants was used~
2 •. Discussion of Resu.lli
a. Grouping.
For purposes of comparison and analysis, the specimens are divded into
two groups. Group (I J is made up of specimens Tl-R, na-W, and T9-WF
which are essentially "sol id" sections. G,..oup (II) includes the remaining
specimens which are "bui It-up" s(;ctions.
No question exists as to the integral action of the 1"01 led section,
T9-WF, which was used as a criterion by which the experimental technique
was evaluated. Specimen T7~-W is also a sol id section since the continuous
double fi I let weld connecting the flange plate to the web eliminated the
possibi I ity o.f relative sf ip. Soecimen TI-R was designed and a~alyzed
assuming separate action behavior which meant that each flange angle could
slip relative to the web. In other words, ~he specimens in Group (I) could
have but one value of O() throughout its length. Furthermore, each of the
specimens in Group (I J did not contain stress rai~ers such as holes, discon-
tinuities, and other irregularities.
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On the other hand, each of the specimens in Group I II) could con-
ceivably have more than one value of effective (K) due to the possibi I ity
of relative sl ip. In addition, each of the four specimens had stress
raisers of one type or another.
b. No rma I St r8s.~es.
The results are shown graphically in the "Experimental vs. Computed "
curves drawn for each specimen and assembled in Appendix A.
The follolving results were observed:
I I) In general, the measur(;d normal stresses compared favorably wfth :the
..
curve of computed values over the whole span.
(2) The measured values in Group I I) specimens were consistently lower than
the Computation "A" values, whi Ie those in Group (II) specimens were
slightly higher than the corresponding computed values. This dif-
ference in m'Jelsured stresses might be attributed to a combination of the
fol towing factors:
la) In the event that relative slip between angles and plates occurred,
the measured stresses would tend to Increase, since such adjustments
would be equivalent to a reduction in effective (KI.
fbI The flanQe holes in specimens T2-R, T3- 13, and T5-R would produce
stress concentrations in the immediate v-icinity of the holes. The
SR-4 gages were located as far fr~m the adjacent hoi es as prac-
tic'1ble, the center-to-center distance being 1-3/4 inches. The
hole effect would be constant ~nd quite smal I at the gages. However,
the clamping action of bolts-and rivets he~ds would be difficult
to predict.
(cl The location of the neutral axis of the flange at a point in line
with a pai r of holes would be affected by the loss of section on the
tension side. This shift would affect the J:.<l.ttern of stress var-
iation across the section.
131 The most noticeable difference between measured and computed stresses
developed near the free end of Group (II) specimens, where the exper-
imental values were somewhat higher than the Timoshenko theory would
indicate. This "hump" was found to be caused principally by web de-
formation. Modification No. I and the "finite" beam solution, both
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based on the Goodier-Barton theory, provided a closer check of the measured
values. The former method, des.ignated Computation "H", is explained in
detai I in Section E, whi Ie the latter, called Computation "J", is covered
in Section F.
c. Shear Stresses
CI) Transverse Variation
The assumed variation of shear stress over the cross-section of a bui It-
up section sUbject to non-uniform torsion is shown graphically in Fig. 5:3.
The torsional shear stress pattern is based on the deVries assump-
tion:( 10) integral action between the outside rivet gage I ines in the flange
angles combined with separate action behavior over the rest of the section.
Fig, Cal depicts the assumed torsional shear stress distribution across the
top and underside of the flange, as well as the variation across the ver-
tical side of the flange ang Ie and the web. As the accorn pany in g fo rmu I ae
i nd i cate, the magn i tude of the cornputed shear st ress varies direct I y as
the effective thickness fa r a given to rs i ana I shear to rque.
In specimens T2-R, T3-B, and T5-R, this led to the situation in which
the shear stress outside the rivet gage I ines would be larger on the under-
side than on the topside of the flange.
As developed by st. Venant" the torsional shear torque can be pictured
as being made up of a series of COuples formed by resultant shear forces per
unit length which follow a tip-to-tail procession around the section.
The flange shear (V) which makes up the restraint of warping torque
wil I be assumed to act on a modified rectangular section formed by the cover
plate and the out-standing leg of the flange angles. The transverse shear
stress variation along the top and underside of the flange would then fol low
a parabolic pattern, as illustrated in Fig. (b). The direction of these
shear stresses wc,·,id be the same at every point.
The resultan~ .hear stress, obtained by c()mbining the torsional shear and
transverse shear stresS9s vectorially, wi' I vary over the section, as shown
schematically in (cl. Due to the di fference in the thickness of the corn-
:ponent parts and t~e variable direction of the stresses, there would be no
comparable ·combined shear stress values except at points of symmetry in the
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flange. The web shear stresses would not be changed from the torsional
she a r s t re s s val ue.
(2) Longitudinal Variation
Since the ratio of th8 torsional shear torque to the flange bending
torque varies along the span, the resultant shear stress along any given
longitudinal line would also vary. In order to 5how this variation, the
experiment,:tl vs. computed shear stress curves were drawn for the long-
itudinal line which had the largest number and, therefore, the best dis-
tribution of AX-5 gages. In the case of the flange, this I inl') was usually
near the edge where the combined shear stress was relatively small. In the
web, the gage reading at and above the center! ine was averaged at each
station.
(3) Shear Stress - Computation "A"
The resultant transverse and longitudinal shear stress variations in
the flange and web were computed for each specimen according to the
Timoshenko theory, using test constants. The measured values were plotted
and the results compared. The measured and computed longitudinal var-
Iations along the selected line at top and underside of flange are shown
•
graphicc.lly for each specimen. Similar curves were drawn for the web.
These curves are assembled in Appendix A of the Dissertation, (18)
Inspection of the curves revealed the following:
(a) The measured shear stresses checked the computed values reasonably well,
considering the relatively low level of stress.
(b) A limit~)d number of gages behaved erratically, prodUcing a scatter which
could have been caused by a number of i rregul~rlties.
Ic) The measured shear stresses showed a noticeable tendency to drop in
value near the free end. This behavior could not be predicted by the
Timoshenko'theory. However, Computation "H" based on Modification No.
showed a marked improvement In this respect.
d, Angle of Twist
I. Web vs. Flange Behavior
According to the Timoshenko theory, the angle of twist of the flange
and web should be the same at any point, since the section deforms as a unit,
•40
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The measured values, when plotted, indicate thdt the flange does not twist
as much as the web. A typical ~'Experimental vs. Computed Angle of Twist lf
curve, drawn for specimen T9, is shown in Fig. 5:4 •
The difference in the behavior of the web and flunge, predicted
;
qU::l1 itatively by the Goodit~r-Barton theory, varied along the spem, being
more noticeable near the free end. The make-up of the section also in-
f I uenced the magn i tude of the dive rgence. I n genera', the <:,lr;)up (II)
specimens showed slightly larger differences between flange and web angle
of tsfst than those of Group (I J.
(2) Computation "A"
Due to the limited effective length of the actual specimens, it was
not possible to apply the avai lable theories as a di rect check on the
measured values l It was noticed that an average of the web and flange
twists compared favorably with the Cornputat~()n "A lf values, obtained from
the TlmClshenko theory using test constants, except near the free end~
(3J Shear eM'Tect i C~ll
In the derivation of the Tim")sh'JnkCJ theory it was assumed ~;h2,t the
lateral deflection of the flangE; was due to flnxure only. As the span
length decreases, however, the effect of shear becomes increasingly
important,
A shear correcti',n f(Jrrnul .... W::lS proposed by Lyse ,lnd Johnston(2J for
s,teel beams under non-uniform torsion, For the C",S8 of a beam fixed at
one end and free J.t the ot:v:r; this factc-r is expressed as fo: lows:
Shear correction = 1+ 0.74 b2
2L
where b = width of flange
L = length of span
(5. I )
Appl ied to specimen T9-WF, as tested, the angle of twist would be in-
creased by about i%. Obviously, the specimens in this program were of
such proportions that shear deflectiun cc,uld be neglected.
3, Unit Angle of Twist
(I) Web vs. FI~~,.g~J?eha,:_io_..c
The measured values for both web and flange were plotted against the
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computation "A" value,s for each specimen and are assembled in Appendix A.
These results n.re summarized in Fig. 5:5 and 5:6 for Groups (,) and (II)
respect i ve Iy.
The remarks made in the preceding section about the angle of twist can
be applied to the unit angle of twist since, the two are di rectly related.
The web values were sl ightly larger than those for the flange in each
specimen. The longitudinal variation of the average unit angle for web
and flange compared reasonably wei I with the computed values, except near
the free end where the test results showed a decided downward trend.
(2) End Condition
The actual end support could not be arrange to dupl icate exactly the
conditions that are assumed by the theC'ry: 'namely, that torsional shear
st resses exi st and are d i st ri buted ove r the sect i on at the end. I n these
experiments the resisting torque at the free end was made up almost who! Iy
of the flange shear torque tTW) since the flange was maintained in position
against twisting by lugs. This would mean that 'the torsional shear torque
(TS) was quite small. Since the unit angle of twist is proportional to
(T~l, it would approach zerc G,t tho free end. By St. Venant's principle,
there would be a readjustment of this condition within a short distance at
the end which v~culd result in a division of torque more in I ine with the
theory in the rem:iinder of the span.
This deviatIon from textbook behaviillr was further aggravated by the
fact that the specimen was actually quite short since only half of the 14'-
8" over-all length W:lS used. The length to depth ratio was approximately
5. The rL or L/:" ratio varied from 1.0 to 1.7 for the specimens ,is tested.,
It was decided to uti I ize the measured angular distortions as a basis
for Computation "H" which will be explained in Section E.
E. Compute-tion UH" - t.1odification No.1
2,. Prel iminary
An inspection of the measured normal stresses compared to computed
values "AII·based on the TimosheT'lko theory showed that there was a decided
deviation of measurerl values art the high side near the free end. This
, I
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"hump" effect was quite consistent, and several attempts were made to ex-
plain this deviation. One such theory, herein designated as Modification
No. I, was found to give sat i sfacto ry resu Its.
b. Assumptions
The torsional shear torque ITS) was divided into its two component parts,
ITS)W for the web and (TS, E for the flanges.
Since (TS ) was equal to KGG, the revised expression was written as
fol lows:
TS = (TS)W + 2 (TS)F '= KWGGW+ 2 KFGG
F
where KW = torsional constant of web
15.2)
and KF = torsional constant of one flange
In order to utll ize the test (Kl, the avai lable computed (Kl was modified
as fol lows:
Web: IKW) Test
(KW) compo
II{l cotnp. IKl Test (5.3)
(5.4)11{)Test2 (K
F) comp.
(K) camp.
FI angs: 2 (f(F 'Test
c. Procedure - Normal Stre§~
The sequence of steps taken to obtain the flange ~ending stresses is
outlined below and shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5:7.
The experiment?.1 values of gW and gF at each substation were recorded
and used to compute the actual ITS) for web and both flanges at the point.
Noting that the u~it angle of twist takes a aradual but decided drop
,
near the fre end, it was assumed that the curve of G for both web and
flange converges to z[~ro at the end, as shown in (b). This assumption Is
in I ine with the actual end conditions, since the end torque is introduced
by means of flange lugs and not by surface shears.
The restraint of warping torque tTW) was then computed for each sub-
station as the difference between the appl jed end torque (T) and the sum
of the torsional shear torques (TS )' At both the restrained and free ends,
(TW) was set equal to (1) since the unit angle of twist was theoretically
zero at both points, as in Ie).
The flange shear tV) at each substation was computed by diViding the
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corresponding (Tw) by the distance between flange centroids (hl. A smooth
curve connecting thAse computed points resulted in a curve of flange shear
(V), sketched in (d).
Recall ing the fundamental rei ationship that the change in bending
moment between any two points is equal to the area under the shear curve
between th<:: sam", two points, the as:ea under the (V) curve betwc(~n sub-
stations was computed assuming trapezoidal areas. Starting at the free end
where the bending moment was assumed to be zero, the flange bending moment
at the successive stations was computed ~s the cumulative sum of the shear
curve areas and plotted in (e).
The flange bending stress curve was found from the flexure formula
using the proper lateral distance for comparison with measured stresses
from SR-4 gage readings.
d. Procedu re - Shear St ress
I
The combined shear stress was computed from the measured unit angle
of twist values. ,A.t each substation the torsional shear torques for the
web and each flange was based on the experimental unit angle of twist and
the proportioned tor-sion constant, The restraint of warping torque and
the related flange shear were determined for an applied end torque of 40
in-kip.
The to rs i ona I shear st resses in the web and at a se I ected line i nthe
flange VI,ere computed,bAsed on the applicable thickness. The transverse
shear stress at the same point in the flange was derived from the parabol ic
vari at ion based on the fl anger shear,
The combined -Flang'e shear stress and the web shear stress were plotted
at the respect j ve subst at ions, th rough wh i ch po i nts a cu rve des i gnated
Computat i on "H" vias d ri:4wn.
2. Di scuss i on of Resu !; ts
a. Normal Stresses
The longitudinal variation of the lateral bending stress in the flanr;e
obt:lined from Computation "H" based on test G, was plotted on the same
"Experimental vs. Computed "sheet with Computation "A" for each specimen,
assembled in Appendix fl. The me?-.sured stresses are plotted against the
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corresponding.Computation "H" curve for Group (II and Group (II) specimens
in Fig. 5:8 and Fig. 5:9 respectively.
In the case of the "sol id" section specimens of Group (I " the over-
al I check was good with the measured values sl ightly on the low side. For
the bui It-up sections of'Group (II J, the use of Computation "H" in place
of Computation "A" resulted in a marked improvement over the whole span
exc9pt for the welded specimen T7-b. Unfortunately, some of the flange
gages on this specimen were apparently damaged, and only a I imited number
of nlF~asured values were available.
The trOUblesome hump in the measured values near the free end was
neatly matched by the Computation "H" curve. It seems logical and reasona-
ble to conclude that one of the major factors which ~ffects the actual
stress distribution throughout the span is thl:l re3.djustment in the div-
ision of torque near the free end.
b. Sh~ar Stresses
Computation 11H" values, defining the longitudinal variation of the com-
bined shear stress in both t~e web and the flange, were plotted with the
corresponding Computation "AI' curves for each specimen, Representative
,
curves of experimental ~s. computed she~r stresses in web and flange are
summ'lrized in Fig. 5: 10 and 5: II for Group (I) and Fig. 5: 12 and 5: 13 for
Group (I II specimens.
Due to the low range of stress involved, the mp.asured values are sen-
sitive to i rregul arities, the influence of which Is reflected in some of
the readings. In general, the check over th~ whole span was good. Com-
put"tion "HI! produced the characteristic drop in shf~ar stress near the end
which was an improvement over the results from Computation "A". This dev-
elopment reinf orces the concept that the actual stress distributir:n Is in-
fluenced by the readjustment in the division of torque near the free end.
However, in the usual prate gi rder, the r~;sultant maximum shear stress -wi II
not be affected adversely.
F. Goodier-Barton Snlutlons
I. Computati~n "I" - "Lonq" Bail-Ill
a. Summary of Derivation
The development of this extension is outl ined in Chapter I I I~ The
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general expressions, defining angular deforrnCltions, are simplified by
certain assumed boundary conditions.
b. ~j ca} Examn Ie: T9-WF
To i nw:st i gate the effect of web defa rmat ion, the 18 WF 77 ro I I ed beam
W3.$ selected fo':' analysis. The'angle of twist (1f both web and flange WClS
computed. The results are sh,.\wn graphicrlily in Fig. 5:14, For comparison,
the corresponding values based on uniform torsion and on the Timnshenko
theory, e.s well as the actuil.1 experimental values, are plotted.
The unit angle of twlsd curves, cOMputed by three dlffer9nt methods are
collected in Fig. 5:15.
c. Evaluation
The unit angle of twist curves indicate that the values based on the
"long" beam theory appmaches the uniform torsir)n constant and i's appreciably
higher than the results based on Timnsh8nl<o's thf?()ry of the measured values.
It is quite apparent that the c(lndltions assumed in Computation "I" are far
from realized. The limit8d length of the specim(~n as tested did not pprmit
the full develnprll(-::nt of the assumed tcrsion211 shear stress condition at
the free end.
The difference between computed angles of twist for flange and web is
appreciable, especia.lly ni~ar the quarter- point. The "long" beam thecry
assumes the gradual m~rging of the twist curves for web and flange at the
free end, as is clearly shewn by the CUrV7)S, These curves are not intended
for direct comparisnn with the experimental results. However, they dll in-
dicate the relative magnitude of the actual differences to be expected. On
this basis, the t est values appear to be reasonable.
2. Computation "J" - "Finite" Beam
a. _Sumf!l:lr.L...Q.f......Qeriyitt ion
The general features of this s01ution have ber:n outlined in 'Cha.pter III.
With minor differences, the assumed loading condition is equivalent to the
shaft t~rque loading us~d in the tests.
b. ~~merical Exa~~
computations based on this solution have ~oen made for several spbci-
mens, including TI-R, T2-R, and T9-WF. The results have been plotted ('n the
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Experimental vs. Computed Flange Bending Stress Curves for each specimen.
Comparison with the measured values indicates that consideration of
web deformation yields a better check than the Timoshenko solution. The
imp rovernent is most not i ceab lei n the case of spec I mens wi th app rec i ab I e
differences of flange and web twist angles. The choice between the two
avai lable solutions should be based on practical considerations. Since the
maximum flange bending stresses affect only a I imlted portion of the beam,
one would be justified in using for design purposes the allowz.bfe values
for secondary stresses. The importance of the member and Its deviation
from normal dimensions should be weighed against the relative complexity of
the finite beam solution compared t~ the Timoshenko sol0tion.
G. Variable (K) -Modifi.cation No.2
I • Gen e ra I
a. Prel irninary
A comparison of experimental results for the specimens in Group (II and
Group (II) indicated that there was a distinct difference in behavio'r
between "sol id rf sections and bui It-up sections.
Plate gi rders made up of anglces and/or plates bolted, riveted, or welded
together can be of vRrlablc sections if the cover plates are of dlffen,nt
length. Where the section changes, then both the lateral bending constant
{Iy' and the torsion2i1 constant {Kl would have an abrupt change.
In the case of full-length cover plates, it is possible to have a var-
iation in (Kl without E\ corresponding change in (Iy)' The torsion constant
(K I ) assumes integral net ion insured by intra-surface: friction between the
outside gage lines, modified for longitudin".l continuity if necesse.ry.
If for some reason, such as a decre3.se In boft tensien, the elements
no longer act integrally, then the effective tr)rsion constant would approach
the separate action const?nt (KSJ. A.nother possible basis for a change in
effective (K) would be introduced by a change in the longitudinal rivet
pitch. The lateral bending cGnstant would not he affected in either case.
b. Conditions
In the specimens tested in this program, all controllable variables
were eliminated or kept to a minimum. The make-up of the section was
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constant. The spacing of the connectors was the same throughout. Riveting
was done under controlled shop conditions with special supervision. All
bolts were tightened manually by means of a cal ibrated torque wrench to the
same value of 300 ft.-lb. torque.
Some variation in (K) was unavoidable, however, at the free ends since
the elements are not forced to act together outside the fi rst pai r of con-
nectors. This build-up was retarded by the relatively long end distance of
4-5/8 Inches in spec i mens T2-R, T3-f3, and T5-R.
It seems reasonable to assumed that full integral action wi II not be
developed at the fi rst rivet I ine and that the transition may requi re sev-
eral pai rs of rivets, as indicated in Fig. 5: 16b. A simpl ifytng approxima-
tion might be made by assuming a straight line variation of (Klaver the
end portion as shown in Fig. (c).
c. ~niform Torsion Case
A bui It-up member with such an assumed variation of tKI subjected to
a constant torque without restraint of warping has been analyz.ed. The
anticipated angular distortions have been establ ished. However, since no
suitable experimental data under uniform torsion was avai lable for com-
parison, the development wi II only be indicated.
2. Non-uniform Torsion - Variable (K)
A plate gi:der with an equivalent one-step variation in (Kl has been
analyzed under shaft loarling conditions with restraint of warping. The pro-
cedure is shown rliagramatically in Fig. 5;17.
The anticipated variations in the angul3.r distortion and st,ress con-
dition have been evaluated, Since this phase was beyond the scope of the
experimental program, theanafytical study wi II not be included in this
abst ract.
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,
In retrospect, the loading and support arrangements finally adopted
worked satisfactori Iy. Once the inevitable "bugs" had been removed or
rectified, the equipment gave good service.
The selection of specimens proved to be representative. The layout
of the instrumentation gave adequate coverage, consid8ring the avai lable
equipment. The use of a vertical bar against the sides of the flange to
measure the angular deformation of the web neatly by-passed the possible
camp Ii cat ions due to web defo nnat ion.
The ~R-4 and level-bar readings were reproducible with the exception
of a I imited number of low-level str~ss readings. In .the case of the bui It-
up sections, a plot of the observed data before conversion was found desi ra-
ble.
The experimental results proved to be consistent. Apparent deviations
in the measured normal stress near the free end could be explained by using
the observed angular distortions.
8. Conclusions
On the basis of the observed behavior and the analytical study, the
fol lowing conclusions were reached:
(I) The torsion constant (K), as obtained frcim the pure torsion test, when
used in the avai lable theories, led to a satisfactory check of the
measured stresses and distortions due to non-uniform torsion.
(2) Since the test (K) can be approximated by the deVries assumption as es-
tablished by Chang and Johnston,(4) it follows that the computed values
of (Kl can be used in the available theories to predict the behe.vior of
shop-fabricated plate gi rders under non-uniform torsion.
(31 The lateral bending constant (1;1 of a plate girder, based on a mod-
ified rectangular section formed by the cover plates and the outstand-
ing leg of the flange anglos, can be used as a basis for computing the
distance between flange centroids and the transverse shear stresses due
due to flange shear in the non-uniform torsion problem.
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(4) Values suitable for design can be obtained by use of the Timoshenko
solution provided that the constants are evaluated as recommended,
the beam is of the usual proportions, and the end conditions ap-
proximate those that are assumed in the derivation.
(5) The use of flange connections in lieu of, or in conjuction with web
framing angles will tend to increase the contribution of the flange
shear which, in turn, wi II increase the normal bending stresses all
along the span under these loading conditions.
(61 The angular distortions could not be predicted by the Timoshenko theory
which assumes that the section twists as a unit. The actual angle of
twist of the flanges lagged behind that of the web due to web distor-
tion.
(71 The use of the me3.sured unit angle of twist along the span generally
improved the comparison of experimental and computed values of stresses,
especially near the free end. This procedure, designated Computation "H",
was devIsed as Modification No. I .
(8) The two available cases based on the Goodier-Barton theory, while not
directly applicable to the specimens as tested, provided an analytical
meqns of improving the predicted values based on the corresponding
Timoshenko solution. The former thoery, broader in. formulation, is,
however, more campi icated in app! ication~
(91 The "long" beam solution g,we an indication of the relative magnitUde
of the reduction of flange twist to be expected under shaft loading
conditions.
(101 The "finite" beam sc,lution, derived from the Goodier-Garton theory and
based on slightly different end conditions, produced results which com-
pared quite closely with the measured values.
(II) The improvement in the analytical check by use of the "finite" beam solu-
tion, in place of the Timoshenko theory, increased as the torslona! be-
havior of the spl~cimen digressed further from the ideal conditions.
C. ~Q..mmend~ti.9Jl$.
Certi'lin aspects of the non-uniform torsion tests uncovered in the course
in this investigation are worthy of further study. An extension of this
program could be !i1id.out to investig2\te the following topics:
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t I) The beh,av i l! r "f bu i I t-u!~ prate 9 1rde rs (J f cohstant sett I on c.~n rll>w be
predicted by the availahle theories wnth reasonable accuracy in the
elastic range. A possible extension of this investigation would be to
consider the ultimate capacity of simi lar specimens both analytically
and experimentally.
(2) The effect of variable (K), as well as (Iyl, presented by a possible
change in section, could be evaluated experimental ry following the sug-
gested rrocedure under uniform torsion conditions. This study could
then be extended to determine the effect of the change In effective (Kl
at the free end of buitt-up sections for the non-uniform torsion case.
The experimental values could be compared with the analytical extension
of the Timoshenko solution worked out as Modification No.2.
(3) An analytical formulation could be derived to predict the stress con-
dition under more general boundary conditions than possible with the
avai lable theories.
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